Contact Center

Automate and optimize
your call flows to better
manage customer
conversations.
Build sophisticated and responsive calling
experiences into your own applications on
a purpose-built global IP network.

Goodbye, expensive
hardware

A flexible, scalable
solution

Everything you need in
one place

Eliminate the need for expensive
phones and PBX systems. Call
directly from your web app.

Add agents, contact centers,
messaging capabilities and
phone numbers with ease.

Integrate voice into your existing
application so your agents always
have context.

What can you build with Telnyx?
Cloud IVR
Build a scalable IVR to deliver a better customer
experience and reduce costs.

Real-Time Analytics
Analyze and respond to call media in real time and
unlock new levels of insight.

Call Recording
Record calls for effective training and coaching, with
long-term storage.

“We’re now able to provide much more
value to our customers. (Telnyx is) a
flexible alternative that is quickly and
easily implemented … there can be
significant cost savings as well.”
Scott E, CRO

Inbound Call Whisper
Improve conversion with an audible pre-call heads up
about the caller and campaign.

telnyx.com

Intuitive APIs
built for business
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// Create a connection

2
3

curl -X POST \
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--header

5

--header
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--header

"x-api-token: API_TOKEN" \
"x-api-user: API_USER" \

"Content-Type: application/json" \
"Accept: application/json" \
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--header

• Choose the capabilities you need.
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--data
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"connection_name": "Chicago Office",

• Get or port numbers fast.
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"active": true,
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"dnis_number_format": 0,

• Migrate without the headache.
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"anchorsite_override": "Chicago, IL"
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}' \

• Build the experience you want.
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"https://api.telnyx.com/security/connections"

'{

Andrew R.
Engineer

“Our API docs make
it easy to integrate
your application.”

• Own your roadmap, scale as you grow.

The Telnyx difference
Call Quality Assurance

Granular Control

Transparent Pricing

Our purpose-built global IP
network means greater reliability
and security with lower latency.

Telnyx APIs allow simultaneous
bidirectional data transmission
for real-time communications.

Get competitive entry-level
pricing with automatic volume
and commitment discounts.

Deep Number Inventory

Media Streaming

24/7 Support

We give you infinite choice and
flexibility with phone numbers in
over 60 countries.

Deliver the media stream to multiple
recipients to enable real-time
features like sentiment analysis.

Access unparalleled support
around the clock from our team
of expert in-house engineers.

Ready to get started?
Our engineers are standing by 24/7.

Get in touch today

